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Introduction

� Low back pain is one of the commonest reasons adult patients 
seek medical evaluation in the United States. Lumbar facet joint 
dysfunction has been estimated to account for 15–45 % of all 
causes of back pain [1]. 

� The sensory innervation of the facet joints comes from the medial 
branches of the dorsal rami of the spinal nerves at adjacent levels 
[2]. 

� Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) uses continuous heat at 80C for 90s 
to create a neurotomy lesion of the medial branch nerves to 
interrupt nociceptive input, thus treating chronic facet mediated 
low back pain [3].

� In contrast, pulsed dose RFA (PRFA) is performed in short pulses 
to reduce target temperature by allowing for cooling of tissues, 
and it is carried out in 20ms pulses every 0.5s at a temperature 
that does not exceed 42C [4].  

� Retrospective study comparing elapsed time before repeating the 
treatment in both group.



Procedure and 
Methods

� Patients with chronic low back pain receiving RFA of the medial 
branch at L3, L4, and L5 from Jan 2013 – Jan 2020.

� Two arms of the study: those who received PRFA + RFA and those 
who received RFA only. Inclusion criteria: More than 2 RGA 
treatments.

� Procedures were undertaken by multiple physicians over the 
course of 7 years.

� Medians, interquartiles, frequencies, and percentages were 
calculated for entire population in terms of demographic and 
clinical characteristic, along with outcomes.



Results

� We reviewed 112 patients who received RFA, and 68 patients who received PRFA + RFA. The 
mean number of RFA procedures in the RFA group was 3.00, and the mean number of 
procedures in the PRFA + RFA group was 2.65, which was statistically significant.

� Distribution between Wilcoxon Rank Sum results between treatment 1 and 2, treatment 2 
and 3, and treatment 3 and 4. The average length of time between repeated procedures for 
the group receiving RFA alone and the group receiving PRFA and RFA is not statistically 
significant, per our results.

� While comparing patients who received PRFA + RFA and patients who received only 
conventional thermal RFA, we did not find a significant difference in time between repeat 
procedures or utilization of non-RFA treatments between procedures.



Conclusions

� There was a statistically significant reduction in the average 
number of RFA procedures in the PRFA + RFA group versus the 
RFA group; however, this result may not be clinically significant.

� The results of this study point toward seeking other methods of 
comparing the groups to find clinically useful results. 

� Further research could compare patient satisfaction in terms of 
pain scores and pain disability index scores rather than time 
between procedures. 

� Additionally, we would review these measures with a larger and 
more evenly distributed cohort.


